
5, 6

Catcliffe

to 
M1

Sheffield
Airport

24k

25k

L @ at road (roundabout)

Sheffield
Parkway

ring

B6066

Cut through waste ground 
at end of security fence to 

open land, then L

The Car
People

26k

L @ main road
R @ mini r/about

to road corner

R up bank 
through gate 

between tracks

green 
fence

Stage 2/3
changeover

bus 
shelters

main road

Cross road - Fenced path 
opposite (L of new building)

ROW in dispute - use ROW in dispute - use 
alternative routealternative route

Keep on field-side Keep on field-side 
path to earthbank at path to earthbank at 
corner, drop to road, corner, drop to road, 
cross and take field cross and take field 
path to lower road.  path to lower road.  

Turn LTurn L

Stage 2

4

 M1

19k

 A6109
wide verge

Hilltop
 P

WMC

2009 changes and issues
Changes in bold

down steps, under bridge 
by railway

L@ roundabout, 
follow field edge to 

opposite corner

27k

Track to 
Wilf Jay's

Over railway.
Straight ahead

28k

Cricket 
Ground Expected Expected 

route: route: 
R at RD in  R at RD in  
Catcliffe, L Catcliffe, L 

along track on along track on 
plateau R of plateau R of 
river (follow river (follow 
power lines) power lines) 
to grey-green to grey-green 

bridgebridge

Treeton

 Checkpoint
at pavilion

! Right between rocks ! Right between rocks 
after top of hill ! after top of hill ! 

Treeton
Dyke
(lake)

2007/2007/
20082008 route -  route - 
to be used to be used 
if bridge is if bridge is 

closedclosed

Don't go beyond Don't go beyond 
gateposts!gateposts!  

Hotel

Bridge over 
river - aim for 

footbridge

80k

16Finish

P

½ R across 
field, sharp L 

behind shrubs 

cycle path
(illuminated)

Hatherley 
Rd

81k

50
miles
DVC

Sports
L  at road

A6022

Path up
to road round canal end,

under bridge
turn RSwinton

New for New for 
20092009

Stile 
opposite

Through gap in 
shrubs, R to stile

Stage 8

then FP 
behind 
cricket 
ground

Field 
path

Stage 2

Stage 3
Keep on field-side path 
to earthbank at corner, 

drop to road

Over earthbank, 
then R to 

reclaimed area
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